
“While the Sun Stands Still” 
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“Red & Green” by Maddy Prior 
Red and green, together be seen in the dark time of the year. 
Red and green together be seen in the time of dread and fear. 

Green for the thorn of the holly leaf that shines in the candlelight, 
That holds the hope of evergreen and glimmers in the night. 

Red for the berry round and full, a drop of blood on snow, 
That shows us our humanity, the fruit from which we grow. 

These rocky fields of black and white demanding endless toil. 
The misty sun gives tired light, to raise the sleeping soil.
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ROUND AND ROUND (Author unknown) 
Round and round the Earth is turning, 

Turning always round till morning, 
And from morning round to night.

HERE COMES THE SUN (by George Harrison) 
Here comes the sun (2 times), and I say, it’s alright. 
Little darlin', it's been a long, cold, lonely winter, 

Little darlin', it feels like years since it's been here. 
Here comes the sun (2 times), and I say, it’s alright. 

Little darlin', the smile's returning to their faces, 
Little darlin', it seems like years since it's been here. 
Here comes the sun (2 times), and I say, it’s alright. 

Sun, sun, sun, here it comes (5 times) 
Little darlin', I feel that ice is slowly melting, 

Little darlin', it seems like years since it's been clear. 
Here comes the sun (2 times), and I say, it’s alright. 
Here comes the sun (2 times), and I say, it’s alright. 

It's alright.
“Solstice Carole” by Kim Baryluk 

A fire is burning, the long night draws near. 
All who need comfort are welcome by here. 
We’ll dance ‘neath the stars and toast the past year 
for the spirit of solstice is still living here. 

We’ll count all our blessings 
while the Mother lays down 
with snow as her blanket covering the ground. 
Thanks to the Mother for the life that she brings, 
she’ll waken to warm us again in the spring. 

The poor and the hungry, the sick and the lost; 
these are our children, no matter the cost. 
Come by the fire to Harvest to share 
for the spirit of solstice is still living here. 
The spirit of solstice is still living here.



“Winter Walk” words by Brian Newhouse 
The longest night, the brightest moon, 
the sharpest sting of cold. 
The barest branch, the hardest earth, 
my my breath the only cloud. 

Am I out walking to ask the winter moon: 
Who will I be when the spring rains come? 

The air so still, smoke rising straight, 
the snowbanks sleep so deep. 
The quiet star, the silent night, 
a lone bird wakes and sings. 

And I am out walking to hear my heart, 
and I am out walking to hear my heart

“At the Time of Greatest Darkness” 
words by Carol Armstrong 

At the time of great darkness, 
there is a greatest felt need for celebration, 
For the flicker of candles reading into dark places. 
For the ordinary miracles standing against disaster, 
destruction, and despair. 
For the small sturdy symbols of inextinguishable hope 
that encourages us 
not to mistrust the strength of the decent, 
the gentle, the comic, the kind. 
For ritual words that give shape to shared memory, 
carrying with them believable promise. 
For laughter that snuffs out fear 
and for an irrepressible merriment obliterating darkness.

“Winter Solstice” (part one) 
“at midnight…” words by Elizabeth Searle Lamb 

at midnight - the silence of the snow - its light

“Winter Sun” Poetry by Malca Litovitz 
To light, to water, and the flow of birds 
through the ancient stars. 
To the wild sun of winter startling the dark green trees: 
giants of majestic silence. 
To snow on roofs and the peace of Sunday. 
To quiet and to certitude, to breathing, to dreams. 
To the disclosures of the sleeping heart, for air, for light.

“Hor Che La Vaga Aurora” 
(“Now with the dawn the sun awakes”) 
words by Giovanni Battista Guarini 

Oh, how the beautiful dawn driving a chariot of fire appears 
in every location with the son of Latona, 
how her golden hair to the Alps and the countryside 
to our vicinity shows with sweet accents, 
like the well-tempered lyre that the spirits wandering intently, 

“Ring Out, Solstice Bells” by Ian Anderson 
Now is the solstice of the year, winter is the glad song that you hear, 
Seven maids move in seven time have the lads up ready in a line. 
Ring out these bells, ring out, ring solstice bells, ring solstice bells. 

Join together 'neath the mistletoe, by the holy oak whereon it grows. 
Seven druids dance in seven time, sing the song the bells call, loudly 
chiming. 

Ring out, ring out the solstice bells. (2 times) 
Praise be to the distant sister sun, joyful as the silver planets run. 
Seven maids move in seven time, 
sing the song the bells call, loudly chiming.

“In this time of stillness..” by William Adams 
In this time of stillness, of stillness and reflection, 
in this time of thoughtfulness and prayer, 
may peace come to the troubled, 
may their burdens float away, 
may their hearts be filled with gladness 
and may love fill the air. 
Amen.

“Winter Solstice” (part two) 
“These nights pass slowly…” words by Lonnie Howard 

1. 
Out in the cold night I watch the full moon 
rise up from the mountains like a god 
emerging from dark sleep, 
scattering light across the yard. 
Sudden snow light shimmers 
on the immense winter quiet. 
A string of colored prayer flags tied in the black 
branches of the apricot tree lifts praises 
to the wind, and clear high notes 
of a small round bell spun through icy air. 
There are many ways to pray. 
I crawl under the beaches of the blue spruce 
to touch its winter body, watch moonglow sift 
through blue green arms like snow and sink 
into the long cold dream of stone. 
2. 
These nights pass slowly, offering deep rest 
to the garden - white sage and purple penstemon, 
iris bulbs buried in red earth. They offer rest 
to silver spun cocoons wrapped tight in elm, 
rick squirrel under juniper and to the long slow 
heartbeat of black bear sleeping not far 
away - in the mountains where the fire faithful 
sun will rise and the longest night will yield 
its winter dream once more.


